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Comprehensive global procurement & supply solutions
that drive down cost, assure quality, expedite schedules
and mitigate risk

Integrated Sourcing & Supply
• Global sourcing
• International logistics
• Supply to site / delivery / distribution

Global Procurement Services
• Procurement advisory
• Strategic sourcing
• Transactional procurement
• Outsourced & managed procurement solutions

Capital Project Procurement Solutions
• CAPEX procurement project management
• Sourcing & transaction management
• Quality management (QA/QC), inspection, testing 

& expediting
• Project logistics

Professional Resourcing
• Skills & resource gap analysis
• Talent & skills identification
• Placement & on-boarding management
• Ongoing management and interaction with our 

clients

Procurement & Supply
We deliver solutions for selected key markets such as

China: we take products, brands, technologies, services

and raw materials to market, build brand reputation and

accelerate sales & market share

Market Insight, Planning & Decision Support
• Market scoping, Key stakeholder identification
• Competitive landscape, Channels to market
• Commercial environment, Regulatory issues
• Partner due diligence

Marketing & Brand Management
• Marketing strategy & planning, Marketing 

communications
• Brand activation & management, Events 

management
• Digital & social marketing services
• In-country product / service representation

Business Development & Sales
• Client / partner engagement strategy
• Route-to-market & channel partner management
• Lead development to opportunity management
• Sales management including pursuit management
• Negotiation, contracting & order management
• Proposal management, Client relationship 

management (CRM)

On-the-ground Support & Execution
• Distribution & logistics, OEM solutions, E-commerce 

support
• Company / product registration & certification
• Asia team recruitment and training, Third party 

management
• Legal (IP, dispute resolutions, etc.), Asia Market 

Expansion services

Market Expansion
Trusted niche cross-border transaction and strategic
advice, with implementation support to underpin cross-
border growth and performance

Strategic Advisory
Strategy formulation & implementation support to 
drive decision support, growth and profitability

• Research & analytics
• Strategy formulation
• Strategy implementation

Transaction Advisory
Independent corporate finance advisory & transaction 
origination services

• Origination services
• Due diligence
• Financial advisory
• Transaction project management

Corporate Advisory

International Inbound 

Supply Chain Solved

International Outbound 

Supply Chain Solved

International Market 

Complexities Solved

Global markets. Connected
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Agenda

1. What is Modern Slavery?

2. How close is it to your business and supply chain?

3. How to tackle Modern Slavery in your global supply chain
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“At its broadest definition, the term 'modern slavery' refers to any 

situations of exploitation where a person cannot refuse or leave work 

because of threats, violence, coercion, abuse of power or deception.”

Modern Slavery can be divided into 7 major categories with the largest proportion 
of the population impacted by Modern Slavery being from Asia-Pacific and Africa

Source: Antislavery.org; ILO; Axis Group Analysis 
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Slavery

Forced Labour

Debt Bondage

Child Labour

Human Trafficking

Servitude

Forced Marriage

When rights of ownership is exercised over another 

person to use their labour or services

The victim is not free to cease providing their labour

or leave their place of work because of threats

When the victim pledges their labour or services as 

security for a real or purported debt

Work that is dangerous and harmful to children by 

depriving them of the opportunity to attend school

The movement of a person into, out of, or within a 

country through coercion or threats for exploitation

The victim cannot leave their place of work and is 

significantly deprived of their personal freedom

The victim gets married without freely and fully 

consenting because of coercion, threat or deceit

Examples of Modern Slavery

• Employers withholding wages or forcing staff to work at lower 

rates than those agreed earlier

• Labour agents confiscating passports of migrant workers, 

forcing them to work in squalid conditions

• Recruitment fees payable by employees from future wages

• Workers working in unsafe conditions / with inadequate PPE, 

resulting in injury or fatality
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Sub-Saharan Africa
• Cotton

• Cobalt

• Gems

• Tobacco

Asia
• Textiles

• Construction

• Steel

• Gold

• Garments

• Rubber

Select regions and industries where Modern Slavery occurs

Less developed economies are more likely to experience instances of Modern 
Slavery

Source: CIPS; Axis Group Analysis

Central America
• Coffee

• Sugarcane

• Tobacco

Eastern Europe
• Coal

• Steel

South America
• Gold

• Timber

• Cotton

Other High-Risk Industries
• Construction Materials

• Components

• Mining

• Steel, Copper, Aluminium, Tin

• Bricks

• Rubber

• Others 
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Modern Slavery in Thailand & Myanmar’s Seafood Industry 

• Seafood is one of the world’s most important food commodities and trade continues to grow

• Reports indicate that slavery can enter the seafood supply chain at any or every stage 

• Non-transparent supply chains makes it difficult for consumers to avoid slave-caught seafood

• Myanmar

• The EU and North America account for about 45 percent of Myanmar’s fisheries exports 

• Forced labour is a huge, unaddressed issue across Myanmar, including child labour

• Workers complained about physical confinement on the rafts for months, excessive work hours, with fishermen working 16 hours a day

• Thailand

• Thailand’s billion-dollar seafood export industry remains infested with human rights abuses despite government pledges to stamp out 

slavery in its fishing industry, according to research by Human Rights Watch

• In 2018, Nestlé  found forced labour in its supply chain in Thailand 

• Shrimp farming slavery is common in the seafood industry

Case Study I

Source: The Guardian, IBTimes, UN-ACT, Axis Group Analysis
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Modern Slavery in the Garment Industry

• According to Unicef, children work at all stages of the supply chain in the fashion industry: from the production of cotton seeds in Benin, 

harvesting in Uzbekistan, yarn spinning in India, right through to the different phases of putting garments together in factories across 

Bangladesh

• From raw materials to manufacturing, exploitation and slavery is prevalent in global supply chains 

• Most buying companies know their direct suppliers and have codes of conduct in place. However,

• Further down the value chain, it is very difficult to understand where the raw material comes from

• Factories may sub-contract without informing the buying companies

• Lack of transparency in the textile and garment supply chain indirectly promotes Modern Slavery 

• The impact of Covid-19 has seen orders worth billions of dollars cancelled across manufacturing hubs in China, Bangladesh, India, 

Cambodia and Myanmar, which will lead retrenched workers to take up exploitative jobs within the industry

• Travel restrictions due to COVID-19 have made it difficult for companies to carry out audits to ensure ethical working practices in their supply 

chains

Source: The Guardian, IBTimes, UN-ACT, Axis Group Analysis

Case Study II
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While there are multiple causes of Modern Slavery, the Covid-19 pandemic has 
increased its risks

Source: Council on Foreign Relations; BSR; US Department of Labor; Axis Group Analysis

The continuous impact on economy leaves 
businesses to fight for their survival

Rapidly increasing unemployment forces 
the workforce to accept precarious work

Distraction in enforcement of proper 
regulations / ensuring procurement best 
practices because of disruption to 
operations in the supply chain

As the economy recovers, rush orders 
can exacerbate Modern Slavery in supply 
chains trying to meet pent-up demand

Absence of rule of law

Incomplete procurement policy

Insufficient monitoring in operations

Ignorance of proper conduct

Poverty / Unemployment

Causes of Modern Slavery Potential Impact of Covid-19 on Modern Slavery

Marginalised groups
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Modern Slavery hides in plain sight and companies often overlook the risks 
associated with it

The Obvious Barriers to companies addressing 

Modern Slavery

Lack of supply chain visibility

Unfamiliar with local regulation / culture

In-house resource constrains (e.g. HR, 

procurement, auditing, etc.)

Insights that are unable to be reflected via 

online survey / paperwork

Traditional Slavery

Forced Marriage

Child Labor

Human Trafficking

Unusual Statistics
Language barriers which reduces efficiency 

in one-on-one interviews

Source: Supplyshift; BBC; OECD; Axis Group Analysis

The Hidden Side

Restricted freedom of movement

Labor contracting

Working hours

Wages and social benefits 

Unreasonable conditions of work

(e.g. HSE)
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4. Supplier Audit

• On-site audits (witness, interview) 

• More efficient to identify the 

hidden side of Modern Slavery

Identifying Modern Slavery in your supply chain requires both internal measures as 
well as external support

Source: CIPS; DW; Axis Group Analysis

1. Self-Assessment

• Code of conduct

• Other procurement policies 

• Supply chain visibility 

• Spend and supplier analysis

3. Holistic Management

• Sufficient in-house cross 

functional resources?

• If not, professional 3rd party to 

support?

• Solid on-the-ground auditing 

partner in place for on-site audit / 

interview?

2. Involving Executives

• Emphasise the risk within the 

organisation / senior 

management team

• Involving executives to support 

on the initiative and 

implementation

Select tools to identify Modern Slavery in your supply chain
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Tackling Modern Slavery in supply chains requires multi-pronged strategies

Source: CIPS; OECD; Axis Group Analysis

2 Formulate Policies 

• Establish codes of conduct

• Make statutory declarations

• Encourage whistleblowing

• Develop your engagement with suppliers

• Monitor the effectiveness of due diligence

• Scope of evaluation (supplier’s suppliers)

3 Establish Processes

• Develop in-house cross-functional skillsets

• Get external support via solid on-the-ground 

partners

4 Develop Capacity

• Online survey or paperwork is necessary

• On-site audit (especially interviews) via a 

trusted / independent partner is more 

effective

5 Modern Slavery Audit

• Involve senior executives; create support 

systems

• Conduct training programmes on the risks 

and impacts of Modern Slavery

7 Create Awareness

What Procurement Leaders must do to tackle Modern Slavery in the supply chain

• Provide guidance / support / training

• Allow reasonable time for correction

• Supplier performance evaluation

8 Supplier Development

1 Carry out Risk Assessment

• Map your supply chain (spend, category, 

source of supply, suppliers, visibility, etc.)

• Identify risks of Modern Slavery

• Form a plan / timeline for rectification

• Enforce implementation

• On-going monitoring

6 Have a Rectification Plan
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Axis Audits 

• Typical industry (steel and wooden board processing), SOE or medium scale private company in a remote town in China

• Online survey could not reflect the reality

• Axis on-site audit

o Audit, interview (individual, group)

• The following risks were revealed

o Association

o Working Hours

o Wages & Benefits

o HSE

• Rectification: Detailed plan for 1-3 months

Case Study III

Source: Axis Group Analysis
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